International Exchange Student Orientation Checklist

Everything you need to prepare for your studies in Germany at HSB.
Before coming to Germany

- Take note of **key dates and deadlines**
- Check your visa
- Get a health insurance
- Take the language test
- Do the Online Enrolment:
  → Step 1: Apply for enrolment in CampInO
  → Step 2: Pay the HSB semester contribution
  → Step 3: Submit your documents
- Use the **MOIN brochure** as a guide
Prepare your studies

- Explore AULIS
- Enroll in units and sign up to classes
- Get your student card and semester ticket
- Get WiFi access
- Find your email account
- Get your mensa and library card
- Find literature online
- Explore the HSB campuses
If you are moving to Germany

- Explore accommodation
- Do the city registration
- Get a residence permit
- Open a bank account
- Get around Bremen and its surroundings
- Get around in public transportation
- Get informed about legal regulations to work as international student in Germany
- Stay safe
To make sure you will enjoy your stay in Bremen and love being a HSB student, we offer several support services exclusively for you as incoming students from a foreign country.

- Get a Buddy
- Register for the friendship programme „Adopt a Student“
- Get in contact with LEI (Local Erasmus Initiative)
- Take part in events during the orientation week
- Do sports with other students
Entry to Germany: If you enter Germany from a high risk area or area of variant of concern, please check up the latest regulations about test obligations and quarantine regulations in Germany! Also, report your arrival via the online registration on entry.

IMPORTANT RULES

- **Distance**
  Keep a distance of 1.5 m in public wherever possible.

- **Hygiene**
  Wash your hands regularly. When coughing and sneezing, turn away from others.

- **Face mask**
  Wear a face mask in public areas (e.g. public transportation, shops etc.).
If there are still any questions remaining, do not hesitate to ask and feel free to contact HSB’s International Office or email us via international-office@hs-bremen.de

We are looking forward to welcoming you at HSB!

Yours,
International Office